In recent years, construction projects across Canada have encountered significant challenges, including a global pandemic, disruptions in the supply chain, environmental disasters, geopolitical conflicts, war, protests, volatile financial conditions, and the ever-increasing time and costs associated with dispute resolution. These challenges have contributed to a scarcity in competitive and reliable pricing under traditional project risk profiles in some regions and sectors.

Canadian construction industry stakeholders are increasingly interested in collaborative contracting models like early contractor involvement, progressive design build, integrated project delivery, and alliance models. These models aim to achieve on budget and on schedule project completion, while minimizing disputes and incentivizing cooperative behaviours. Major projects in Ontario and British Columbia are proceeding under collaborative contracting models.

Meanwhile, the energy sector in Canada appears to be one of the few industries slow to adopt collaborative contracting models. It is common to see traditional fixed price or cost-plus design-build or engineering, procurement, and construction contracts on large industrial projects, particularly in Alberta. But the energy sector is not immune to the market factors shifting the tides in various other construction sectors in Canada. If energy projects wish to attract bids from an experienced and varied pool of potential participants and take advantage of some innovative contracting strategies, change may be warranted.

This article assesses the features and suitability of these collaborative contracts for the construction of energy-related projects in contrast to more traditional delivery models. The authors provide commentary on their risks and benefits and identify relevant opportunities for the energy sector in Canada to embrace collaborative construction contracting models.
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The goal of every construction contract is to deliver the highest quality asset while staying on budget and on schedule. Collaborative contracts have recently seen a resurgence in popularity in both Canada and the world at large. Sparked by a series of meaningful local and global challenges, these types of contracts emerged to provide a number of opportunities for project delivery. Many industries and sectors found uses for collaborative contracts, or elements thereof, to share risk and obtain superior pricing and quality. Certain sectors in the energy industry, particularly oil and gas, however, do not appear to be adopting these models at the same rate.

Collaboration in contracting aims to encourage parties to work together to achieve a common outcome, while recognizing that each party has a different commercial objective.
There are real-world examples of these contracts being used on significant projects, including, for example, the Union Station Enhancement Project, the Cowichan District Hospital Replacement Project, and the Vernon Active Living Centre Project. Collaborative contracts, however, are not without their own challenges and risks. They are characterized by a fundamental behavioural shift and are designed to bring about cooperation, teamwork, a shared vision for project success among the contracting partners, and, in some instances, a prohibition on legal claims.

This article explores some issues with traditional contract delivery models and characteristics commonly seen in energy-related construction contracts. Next, it describes collaborative contracting models and examines their benefits. This article then highlights the types of projects that are suitable for collaborative contracts and reviews some success stories. Lastly, this article evaluates challenges in implementing collaborative contracts and identifies opportunities for the energy sector.

This article is intended to provide a helpful framework and introductory foundation to allow industry participants to make informed decisions when evaluating project delivery models for their energy projects.

II. TRADITIONAL DELIVERY METHODS

The traditional approach to project delivery purports to provide value for money based on competition in a free market, low administrative costs, and certainty of price and schedule. This approach includes procuring tenders through a competitive bidding process based on an established scope of work and risk allocation formulated by the owner, often with little to no room for negotiation. Common models in this category include design-bid-build (DBB) and engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC) contracts, where the cost of completing the work and the time in which to do it are fixed. A variation of EPC adds a construction management element, creating an engineering, procurement, construction, and management (EPCM) arrangement where, although the price may not be fixed at the outset, a construction manager is responsible for engineering and procuring a project, and often arranges for the performance of construction on behalf of, and as agent for, the owner.

Traditional delivery methods are often most popular when the market is owner-favourable with the presence of many qualified contractors, fewer opportunities, and predictable

1 “GO Rail Expansion: Union Station Enhancement Project,” online: Infrastructure Ontario [perma.cc/RS2B-8T94] (Union Station is the major transit hub in the City of Toronto. This upgrade project, which includes the construction of a new platform and concourse area, will implement an alliance contracting method to expand the GO Transit rail service and has a target cost of CDN$562 million).

2 “Cowichan District Hospital Replacement Project,” online: Infrastructure BC [perma.cc/LR9E-JHA6] (this project will result in the design, construction, commissioning, and activation of a new hospital to serve a diverse population and set of communities on Vancouver Island, will implement an alliance delivery process to develop the facility).

3 “Active Living Centre Project,” online: City of Vernon [perma.cc/V3WT-7XL9] (this project will result in the design and construction of a multi-purpose recreational facility in Vernon, British Columbia with a target cost of CDN$1.45 billion. Vernon City Council has endorsed using an Integrated Project Delivery process to develop the facility).

4 Nick Saxton, “Considerations for Collaborative Procurement and Contracting” (20 October 2022) at 1, online (pdf): Russell McVeagh [perma.cc/L4QK-7QM7].
domestic and global markets. In an owner-favourable environment, contractors are usually prepared to apply a slimmer contingency to risks in order to win work. Where the conditions are more contractor-favourable, owners may find it difficult to attract an adequate number of interested bidders. If the proposed risk profile for a project is heavily weighted in favour of the owner, there may simply not be enough bidders or those who do participate may price those risks exorbitantly. As discussed in section IV.E, the Alberta energy industry is forecasting a busy time ahead, which suggests that contractor-favourable market conditions may be here to stay for some time.

While traditional delivery models continue to, and always will, play a role in the construction industry due to their features and familiarity in use, they come with a number of inherent challenges and problems.

A. TRADITIONAL CONTRACTING MODELS

The traditional approach to project delivery is commonly pursued through the following contract structures:

1. DESIGN-BID-BUILD (DBB)

In a typical DBB arrangement, the owner engages a consultant who works with the owner to develop a design for the project. The consultant will act on the owner’s behalf for the duration of the project, is responsible for the design, and will engage or manage any speciality sub-consultants as necessary. Upon sufficient advancement of the design, the owner goes to market to engage a general contractor to execute the design. This is commonly done through a competitive bidding process. Upon selection of a general contractor, construction begins. During project execution, the consultant inspects the work, reports on deficiencies, and vets progress invoicing. The general contractor is solely responsible for the means and methods of construction and must engage and manage all subcontractors and suppliers to complete the project, usually for a fixed price or a not-to-exceed price (referred to as a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP)).

The DBB process is linear and sequential. It commences with a design phase, moves into a tender and bid phase, and then ends with completion of the construction and warranty phase. The owner can be heavily involved during the design phase, but there is little required of it during construction. The scope and quality of work are defined in detail during the design process. Subject to the accuracy of the design and the predictability of the market, this model provides the general contractor with a strong foundation upon which to develop a reliable cost and schedule for a project.

---

2. DESIGN-BUILD AND ENGINEERING PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION

In a typical design-build model, an owner initiates a project through a single contract for the supply of both design and construction. While there is a distinction between the design services and the construction work, from the owner’s perspective it contracts with a single entity for both.

The owner usually initiates the project by preparing its “statement of requirements,” which captures the performance requirements and standards that the design and construction must meet. The owner then engages a design-builder to bring the design and construction to fruition. The design-builder is responsible for both the design and the construction, and must engage and manage all subcontractors, sub-consultants, and suppliers to complete the project.

While the owner is often entitled to approve the design, this method limits the owner’s control over the design and the design-builder is engaged very early on in the formulation of the project. The contract often requires a payment certifier or owner’s advisor to vet progress invoices and confirm for the owner what amounts are properly owing based on the percentage of the project completed or that pre-agreed milestones have been reached. Owners also often engage a separate consultant of their own to monitor quality and progress on the project.

Similarly, EPC contracts are also a traditional delivery model. An EPC contract differs from a design-build contract in that the asset to be completed is often of a highly technical nature such that the design process is significantly more complex and completing the work will regularly include detailed commissioning and testing procedures. The highly technical nature of EPC contracts means that it is often preferable for the performance requirements and Front-End Engineering Design (FEED) to be developed prior to obtaining bids for the execution phase of the project. The FEED can be done under a separate agreement by an EPC contractor or a specific engineering consulting firm.

While the main EPC work is competitively tendered, the engineering firm or EPC contractor that was hired to do the FEED work is also given the opportunity to bid. EPC contracts are regularly characterized by key performance indicators and performance benchmarks that must be met. Failing to meet these metrics typically provides an owner the right to enforce liquidated damages or withholdings, which can lead to a formal or informal dispute resolution process in respect of such claims.

---

12 Chapman, *supra* note 5 at 5.
3. CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT OR ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT, CONSTRUCTION, AND MANAGEMENT (EPCM)

In a construction management arrangement, an owner engages a designer who retains responsibility for the design. The owner then separately engages a construction manager who supervises, coordinates, and inspects the work of the trade contractors and generally administers the contract. The construction manager may perform certain limited scopes of work, usually under a separate agreement, but otherwise it does little to no actual construction. There are generally two variations of a construction management contract: (1) the construction manager serves as an agent of the owner in managing the trade contractors; or (2) the construction manager is “at-risk” and holds the subcontracts itself.13

In the first scenario, the owner engages a construction manager to oversee trade contractors as agent on its behalf, but the owner will contract directly with those trade contractors. The construction manager will act as a limited agent of the owner, providing advisory services and administering and overseeing the construction contracts between the owner and trade contractors. The construction manager ordinarily works on a fee for services basis.

Under this model, the owner retains the maximum degree of control over trade contractor and supplier selection and, where the owner has a robust supply chain function, it can leverage its own relationships to obtain preferred pricing. Additionally, in this arrangement, the construction manager assumes less responsibility for trade contractor performance because the owner directly contracts with those entities and is in the best position to enforce those agreements (with the construction manager’s assistance when required).

In the second scenario, the construction manager is “at-risk” and holds the trade contracts itself (making the trade contractors subcontractors to the construction manager). Importantly, the “at-risk” label means that the construction manager, who holds the subcontracts, is responsible to pay the subcontractors for their work. This moniker does not necessarily mean, however, that the construction manager is at risk for the cost of their performance, which is in some instances still a cost that flows up to the owner.

In an “at-risk” construction management contract, the parties enter into a contract for the completion of the project, but may not agree on an initial fixed price or GMP. While the expectation for owners is customarily that the owner and construction manager will eventually agree to a fixed price and schedule, and that the construction manager will be responsible for the subcontractors’ performance, this is not always the case. This “at-risk” model is explored in further detail below under Part V.A.

If the construction manager is not prepared to accept, even where they are “at-risk,” the risk of guaranteeing cost and schedule for the project, this model creates challenges in enforcing quality and avoiding paying twice for deficient work. A further complication of the “at-risk” model before price or schedule certainty are agreed, if ever, is how subcontractor or supplier abandonment or insolvency are treated with respect to those costs.

---

13 Jobidon, Lemieux & Beauregard, supra note 7 at 16–17.
being recoverable by the “at-risk” construction manager (see discussion of this concern under Part II.C.7 below).

A variation of the EPC contract is an Engineering, Procurement, Construction, and Management (EPCM) contract. EPCM contracts are often implemented where the asset being constructed is of a highly technical and complex nature. In an EPCM arrangement, the construction manager will often coordinate the engineering and procurement services, and act as the agent of the owner during construction. EPCM agreements are often implemented in the industrial sector for large complicated projects where the scope is uncertain and the asset is too complicated to guarantee to the owner that it can be delivered on a specified schedule for a specified price. Another driver for an owner to select an EPCM model is when the price contingencies under a traditional fixed price EPC contract are expected to be excessive.

B. TRADITIONAL PRICING MODELS

The traditional contract structures must also be paired with a method of payment. The three most commonly implemented pricing models are: (1) lump sum or fixed price; (2) cost-plus or “time and materials”; and (3) unit price. Creative contracting parties can implement any number of combinations or variations of the foregoing in their contract. At their core, these pricing structures operate as follows:

1. LUMP SUM OR FIXED PRICE

Under a lump sum or fixed price contract, a contractor agrees to perform a fully defined or sufficiently advanced scope of work for a fixed sum of money that is intended to include overhead and profit. As a result, the owner has little ability to direct the contractor during the construction without inviting a revision to the price. There is little to no transparency and the owner will have no line of sight to the actual cost of the work, as lump sum compensation provides essentially a single price without a further break down. Additionally, under a lump sum pricing regime, the owner regularly explicitly waives any right to audit the build-up of any fixed or lump price. Any changes to the work are also priced using a fixed or lump sum price. Subject to any owner assumed risks, such as unknown site conditions or changes driven by errors in design, requirements, or owner provided information, the contractor is responsible for cost overruns.

Where a portion of the price cannot be fixed for specific services or materials, cash allowances may be used to estimate a price. Cash allowances often carve out a portion of the price for certain elements of the project that will operate on a cost-plus basis and, unless otherwise restricted, if the costs incurred exceed the cash allowance the contractor is entitled to payment for any overage. The portions of the price tied to cash allowances shift the risk of cost overruns for those elements back to the owner. As a result, owners are careful not to agree to extensive cash allowances. Cash allowances are often granted, however, for seasonal
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15 Owen Hayford, “Collaborative Contracting and Procurement” (2020) at Appendix 5, online (pdf): DLA Piper [perma.cc/7MBS-WD5H].
items, long lead items, and materials that are subject to drastic price fluctuations (for example, lumber or steel).

2. **Cost-Plus or Time and Materials**

Under a cost-plus or time and materials payment scheme, a contractor is reimbursed for actual costs incurred in performing the work, plus a fee. The fee can be broken out into overhead and profit or be one all-inclusive amount. The fee may be calculated based on a percentage of the actual cost or be a fixed amount. The fee can and will often be subject to adjustment in accordance with a contractual change management process in the event of unanticipated conditions such as increased or varied scope or unexpected execution conditions that result in an overall increase in the total project costs.

Cost-plus or time and materials contracts often include two variations to shift some risk of price certainty back to the contractor: (1) a target price; or (2) a GMP. When the parties agree to a target price, they will establish a target cost for all work. Work is then performed and at the completion of the project, depending on the arrangement, if the total project costs are less than the target price the cost savings may be apportioned between the parties. If the target price is exceeded, the owner is still responsible to pay any excess costs and the contractor loses its right to share in any excess profit tied to achieving the target price. Under a GMP, a maximum not-to-exceed price for the entire cost of the work is agreed between the owner and the contractor. Work is then performed on a cost-plus basis, but the owner pays no more than the maximum set by agreement, subject to the contractor’s entitlements to increase the GMP based on the change order regime under the contract. The contractor is obligated to absorb any amount in excess of the GMP, but usually any cost savings are apportioned under the GMP in a similar fashion to a target price scenario.

3. **Unit Price**

Under a unit price contract, the work is divided into defined items. Each item receives an estimated quantity and a price outlined in the contract. The amount paid per unit is based on the actual number of units completed, multiplied by the agreed unit price. This model can be flexible as it allows for a contractor to account for fluctuating quantities without building in huge cost contingency, which would otherwise be the case in a lump sum. It also allows the owner to adjust scope, as necessary. In theory, this model also grants price certainty provided the estimated quantities are accurate and the defined units include all work required to satisfactorily construct the asset. There is also the option under this model to institute a formula for significant variations in quantities. For example, the price may be higher for fewer units and then, by operation of the economies of scale, the price may decrease as more units are purchased.

---

17 *Ibid* at § 2.2.
C. PROBLEMS INHERENT TO THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH

While owners are all too often drawn in by the siren song of a fixed price and schedule, with uncontrollable risks assigned to contractors, there are meaningful limitations to the traditional approach. The intended benefits of the traditional approach are not always realized in execution. Some of the challenges and shortcomings that are common to the traditional method of project delivery are highlighted below.

1. INHERENTLY ADVERSARIAL NATURE

Traditional methods of project delivery assign specific risks to specific project participants, thereby creating silos of responsibility and adverse interests.

In the DBB model the designer is responsible for completing the design and bears risk if the design omits an important detail or fails to comply with laws, design standards, or specifications. Likewise, the general contractor is responsible for, and bears the risk of all construction, including performance by subcontractors. Subcontractors, meanwhile are responsible to the general contractor for the quality and timeliness of their work, but not for construction performed by others.

A contractor will generally be motivated to achieve the highest profit for the least output and assumption of risk. By contrast, an owner will aim to obtain the highest quality work for the lowest price. In some instances, as in a pure cost-plus contract, the contractor may even be motivated to increase the costs of the project to realize a higher fee. When inconsistencies, deficiencies, delays, or errors arise during the project, the participants are financially motivated to point the finger at one another to avoid responsibility and protect their profit. This is often reinforced by the fact that the project participants are evaluated on their individual performance and measured against their discrete responsibility, but not with respect to the project as a whole. These are inherently adverse interests.

While the contractual duty of honest performance and organizing principle of good faith are ever-present, and contractual terms requiring co-operation can be included in any agreement, these terms may be ineffective when a particular party must ultimately bear the cost and burden of a problem. Additionally, these problems are usually complex and the result of a number of contributing factors. If litigated, courts may face the difficult task of assessing how numerous discrete delays or changes, caused by varied parties, synergized and rippled through the project to cause resulting damages. This is only further compounded
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18 Hayford, supra note 15 at 4.
21 Hayford, supra note 15 at 6.
22 Bhasin v Hrynew, 2014 SCC 71 [Bhasin].
by the fact that the hearing judge may not have experience in the construction industry.24
Further, commencing legal proceedings to enforce an obligation to co-operate would likely
come with very little, if any, actual remedy, as specific performance to co-operate is highly
exceptional.25 Lastly, a promise is only ever as good the person who gave it. Impecunious
contracting parties are not worth pursuing. As a result, where a project participant has an
isolated sphere of responsibility on the project, it may look to direct the blame away from its
silo of responsibility whenever possible in order to defend its own bottom line.

These features disincentivize parties from resolving problems collaboratively and can pit
owner and non-owner participants26 against one another.

Given the inherently adversarial nature of the traditional methods of project delivery,
formal and informal disputes are common. Commercial negotiation to resolve disputes may
reduce external spending for participants; however, the parties still devote considerable
internal time and resources to make the best case against the other side. Resolving
contractual disputes through arbitration or litigation is expensive, time consuming, and
comes at an intangible cost to morale and corporate culture.27 Further, no matter how
favourable the facts and the law, there is always a chance that an arbitrator or a judge will
come to an unexpected conclusion. The law is constantly evolving and project participants
should always consider that it may be their dispute that leads to a new unanticipated, and
potentially costly, development in the law.28 Even if successful, there is the risk that the
judgment amount is not available, in whole or in part, from the judgment debtor.

2. NOT ALWAYS BEST VALUE FOR MONEY

Traditional delivery models may not provide best value for money for a number of
reasons.

First, paying for a risk that may not occur on a project can, if the risk never arises,
effectively become a premium paid to the project participant responsible for the risk.
Similarly, whether mechanisms like liquidated damages actually incentivize positive
behaviours is debatable. Non-owner entities may build a float into their pricing to account
for a specific amount of these types of financial consequences and, in the event they are not
triggered, they become a windfall.

Second, assigning risks to a contractor, particularly where those risks cannot be controlled
and are very difficult to price, can result in a massive cost contingency being built into the
price of the work.29 Conversely, a contractor who has improperly and inadequately priced a
risk can find itself in dire financial straits where that risk, if realized, could eliminate all

24 Harvey J Kirsh, “Construction Claims and Disputes: Twists and Turns Along the Spectrum of Dispute
25 Thomas Heintzman, Bryan West & Immanuel Goldsmith, On Canadian Building Contracts, 5th ed
(Toronto: Thompson Reuters Canada, 2023) at § 9:8.
26 Non-owner participants are sometimes referred to as “NOPs.”
27 See generally Gerard J Kennedy, “The 2010 Amendments and Hryniak v Mauldin: The Perspective of
28 See e.g. Bhasin, supra note 22.
29 Haythorne & Deyong, supra note 8 at 77–78.
profit on a project. Even worse, in some instances, those risks can be so significant that a contractor is “betting-the-company” on the risk, even where the owner has accepted an exorbitant price.30

Third, fixed pricing often incentivizes minimum performance.31 As noted above, contractors may be motivated to realize the best possible financial outcome for the least amount of work and risk. Contracting on a fixed price discourages a contractor from supplying more than the contractual minimum, even where doing so could result in achieving meaningful efficiencies under other scopes. Where a design deficiency surfaces and a contractor is entitled to a contractual change as a result, the contractor may be incentivized to recommend a solution that is the most profitable and least risky for itself, as opposed to a solution that may cost less, but creates some potential risks under its silo of responsibility. As another example, where a potential change to a specification could cost one contractor more to complete its scope, but result in a significant reduction in the cost to complete another contractor’s scope, the affected contractor may never agree. That would, under a fixed price regime, simply result in providing a better financial return to a third party.

Fourth, there is no incentive in fixed price work to complete the work where there is no contractual relief, and the work has unexpectedly become so costly that the contractor is better off abandoning it. This is related to the type of high stakes win-or-lose risk allocation mentioned above, and can result in circumstances where contracting entities simply walk away mid-project, regardless of the financial consequences, as there is no longer any way to achieve success on a project. While there is often recourse to pursue a contractor for the loss and damages suffered in these circumstances, the reality is that collecting on these claims would be costly and time consuming.32 Where insolvency interrupts the claims process, the owner’s rights may be further limited.33 Even where performance security, such as bonding, is in place, there is rarely a quick payout at the end of a major default.34 Moreover, contractor abandonment, insolvency, and pursuing a claim, while requiring a significant output of capital, contribute nothing to the actual asset being constructed.

3. CHANGES CAN LEAD TO AN OPEN SEASON ON ADJUSTMENTS TO COST AND SCHEDULE

In many circumstances, under traditional methods of project delivery, failure by one party to perform will create an opportunity for other project participants to adjust the cost and time to perform their own scope.35 While not widespread in the Canadian construction industry, there may be certain project participants banking on charging higher than normal prices on

32 See e.g. Steven Shavell, “The Judgment Proof Problem” (1986) 6 Intl Rev L & Econ 45 at 45.
33 Rebecca Cleary, “Bankruptcy Issues in Construction” (1 October 2015), online: Alexander Holburn [perma.cc/Q68W-LF9K].
35 Guide on Collaborative Contracting, supra note 20 at 1(b).
resulting changes in scope in order to recapture some of the profit they intended to make at the outset but did not include in their initial bid in order to gain a competitive advantage during procurement.\textsuperscript{36} Depending on how far a project has progressed, and how integral to cost and schedule the changed scope of work is, a project participant may even find itself in a situation where it can or must charge well above what it would have otherwise been able to obtain. This is because it is usually not realistic for an owner to take the time to obtain a separate contractor for, and integrate that contractor’s work into, the project once construction is considerably advanced. From a less pessimistic point of view, this increased pricing may also simply be a result of the fact that the work must now be done under different conditions. The work may now need to be done in a different season, or the cost of the specified materials may have significantly escalated since initial contract award.

4. **TRYING TO RUN BEFORE YOU CAN WALK**

Where time constraints require that an owner commence construction before the design is sufficiently progressed, complications can arise. This is frequently referred to as “fast tracking,” where the design phase, tender phase, and construction phase that would have normally been completed sequentially are instead run, to varying degrees, in parallel.\textsuperscript{37} Delivery models like a design-build or construction management contract can proceed on this basis, but usually with a corresponding cost-plus payment structure, as attempting to provide price certainty is virtually impossible with an incomplete design or specifications.\textsuperscript{38} The further along and more integrated a project participant becomes, the more dependent upon them an owner will become and the more leverage that project participant will have with respect to its pricing and acceptance of risk.

Even where there is time to run a sequential process, owners will often develop the project with consultants alone. As a result, an owner may have limited meaningful input from supply chain professionals during the development of the scope and risk profile for a project. A construction manager may be engaged early to provide advice, as will be discussed in greater detail below in Part V.A, but this still creates a challenge with respect to leverage and bargaining power. Further, an owner engaging a construction manager for early advice, but not proceeding with that construction manager, may risk a negative perception in the market. It could discourage robust participation in later procurement processes seeking to obtain a new construction manager or contractor for the execution of the work. Thus, under traditional delivery models, an owner is often going to market without input from key project participants.

5. **RE“CLAIM”ING A MARGIN**

In a traditional contracting scenario procurement is done in a competitive environment, where parties are running on a thin margin to stay competitive.\textsuperscript{39} This may create a pressure

\textsuperscript{36} David Debenham, “Construction Fraud” (2012), 14 CLR (4th) 4 at 7–9.
\textsuperscript{37} Hayford, supra note 15 at 7.
\textsuperscript{39} Hess, supra note 34 at 63, “Editorial Note”; Heintzman, West & Goldsmith, supra note 25 at § 3.1.
cooker where bidders are motivated to advance claims through litigation or arbitration against the owner, either during or after the performance of the work, to improve their financial outcome. At times, these claims can even be without merit, but the economics of disputes are such that even claims without merit are often cheaper to settle than to litigate or arbitrate to a conclusion.40

Additionally, where excessive risk has been transferred to a non-owner participant, absorbing the cost of that risk and meeting contractual obligations may be so significant that a non-owner participant is better off abandoning or breaching the contract and either taking its chances in court or initiating bankruptcy proceedings, which will stay proceedings.41 This can lead to some creative ex post facto legal arguments intended to undermine and create doubt in what might have otherwise been mutually understood terms at the outset. There are, of course, reputational and business risks in taking this approach to contracting, but that does not change the fact that it has been known to occur and is, in some contract forms where there is little to no accommodation otherwise, perhaps the only resort.

6. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

In some traditional models of project delivery, including both design-build and EPC delivery models, there is a risk that the designer or engineer finds itself in a conflict of interest. This can arise because of the design-builder entity, which can be comprised of professional architects and engineers who created the design, being required to act both as designer and contract administrator during execution.42 The outcome of the design-builder’s decisions in evaluating the work for compliance with the design may have a direct impact on its financial reward. This challenge is further exacerbated where the consultant has been subcontracted to the builder, and is being paid directly by the entity overseeing and performing the construction work. Returning to the inherently adversarial nature of traditional contracting methods addressed above, the design-builder in this scenario is caught between accepting responsibility for the design error and corresponding cost consequences, or potentially looking for avenues to shift the blame outside its silo of responsibility. Of course, professional architects and engineers have to meet professional codes of conduct precluding acting contrary to their clients’ interest, providing some welcome comfort to owners, but nonetheless creating an interesting challenge that must be managed.

7. COSTS OF SUBCONTRACTOR OR SUPPLIER DEFAULT, INSOLVENCY, OR ABANDONMENT

A contractor under a cost-plus arrangement or a construction manager at risk will, notwithstanding that it holds the subcontracts, often attempt to negotiate a carve-out for

---


unrecoverable costs it suffers associated with the default, insolvency, or abandonment of a subcontractor or supplier. The default language of the standard-form CCDC 5B Construction Management contract and CCDC 3 Cost Plus contract renders these costs reimbursable by the owner. Where this carve-out forms a part of the contract, the contractor will suffer no financial loss if costs arise as a result of subcontractor or supplier default, insolvency, or abandonment. These costs can, for example, include the cost to correct defective work where the subcontractor does not honour its performance obligations in the subcontract.

This is problematic for a number of reasons. First, those costs may in some instances actually increase the contractor’s fee. As the reimbursable costs increase so too does the fee to which the contractor is entitled. Further, in that scenario, neither the owner nor the contractor have a contractual claim for damages against the subcontractor for poor performance. The owner has no privity of contract with the subcontractor or supplier and the contractor suffers no loss for subcontractor default, insolvency, or abandonment as this is a compensable cost. Thus, the contractor has no damages to pursue against the subcontractor or supplier. This can leave the owner at risk of having no recourse. There is an opportunity to mitigate this risk through bonding or letters of credit, but this issue is something the parties need to carefully assess and manage during the project.

III. COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF ENERGY-RELATED CONTRACTS

Though difficult to generalize, energy projects tend towards a traditional risk profile and pricing structure. Canadian oil and gas-related construction contracts are perhaps most notably entrenched in traditional models like DBB, design-build, and construction management contracts on a cost-plus or lump sum payment regime.

While there are few standard-form energy contracts universally accepted in the industry, and those standard-form contracts that do exist are often customized for each specific project, the Construction Owners Association of Alberta (COAA) publishes a form of EPC contract for use on energy projects. In reviewing the COAA EPC contract, and commentary on energy related contracts more generally, they can be observed to:

- implement traditional contracting models;
• maintain traditional rights with respect to indemnity and claims for loss or damage;\textsuperscript{49}

• proceed under a fixed price or cost reimbursable payment regime;\textsuperscript{50}

• implement liquidated damages upon the failure of the contractor to realize on specified criteria or upon a defined occurrence (for example, changes in key personnel or delayed completion can often result in defined liquidated damage payments);\textsuperscript{51}

• seek to exclude the owner’s liability for documents provided by the owner, the owner’s review and approval of any documents prepared in the course of performing the work, or even the owner’s review and approval of work performed;\textsuperscript{52} and,

• generally aim to assign risk to the contractor.\textsuperscript{53}

While most oil and gas-related construction projects in Alberta were reported to proceed under a cost-plus model, research indicates there is an appetite for lump sum pricing that may arise out of a perception that it can, in theory, transfer risk away from owners or that financial institutions prefer to finance large oil and gas projects priced on that basis, as they see their investment better protected by this contract type.\textsuperscript{54} However, attempting to transfer all risk to the contractor typically does not result in lowering risk of cost overruns, and cost reimbursable contracts, as above, may not incentivize cost savings and other efficiencies.\textsuperscript{55} Alberta-based oil and gas construction projects have been found to incur more significant cost overruns than other comparable projects in the United States and inappropriate contracting strategies is a contributing factor.\textsuperscript{56}

The exploration and production of Alberta’s oil and gas resources has historically been subject to a boom and bust cycle, but cost overruns and high activity have presented meaningful challenges in attracting further development.\textsuperscript{57} Given the recent surge in renewable energy projects in Alberta,\textsuperscript{58} with the expected continued growth in more traditional oil and gas-related work,\textsuperscript{59} and the trends in local and global markets (discussed below), there may be many fruitful upcoming opportunities for energy industry stakeholders to explore the benefits of more collaborative contracting.

\textsuperscript{49} COAA, \textit{COAA EPC Contract} (COAA, 2005), art 41, online (pdf): [perma.cc/D92S-85UN] [COAA EPC Contract]; Olyan & Taylor, \textit{supra} note 40 at 565.

\textsuperscript{50} COAA, \textit{supra} note 47 at 11.

\textsuperscript{51} COAA EPC Contract, \textit{supra} note 49, art 21; Olyan & Taylor, \textit{supra} note 40 at 551.

\textsuperscript{52} COAA EPC Contract, \textit{ibid}, arts 4.10, 5.3, 16.1, 17.7; Olyan & Taylor, \textit{ibid} at 558.

\textsuperscript{53} Haines et al, \textit{supra} note 38 at 2.1.1.

\textsuperscript{54} \textit{Ibid} at 2.1.1, 5.1.

\textsuperscript{55} \textit{Ibid} at 2.1.1. See also COAA, \textit{supra} note 47 at 63.

\textsuperscript{56} Haines et al, \textit{ibid} at 1. See also COAA, \textit{ibid} at 14.

\textsuperscript{57} Haines et al, \textit{ibid}. See also COAA, \textit{ibid} at 3.


\textsuperscript{59} Alberta, “2023 Budget: Economic Outlook,” online: [perma.cc/KP4L-RF87].
IV. TRENDS LEADING TO COLLABORATIVE CONTRACTING IN THE GLOBAL PUBLIC MARKETPLACE

In recent years, a series of events have exacerbated the challenges regularly encountered in traditional project delivery models.60

A. COVID-19

The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted key weaknesses in the traditional fixed price contracting model.61 Price escalation for materials, changes in laws, and shutdowns were among only a few of the effects the COVID-19 pandemic had on the construction industry. While the fixed price model did not withstand the unpredictability and pressures of the pandemic, the industry itself demonstrated an ability to work collaboratively. Project stakeholders responded quickly and flexibly to the challenges of the pandemic and worked collaboratively to address issues such as delays due to global supply chain, workforce illnesses, new governmental health and safety requirements, and shutdowns.

The practices during the pandemic demonstrated that the construction industry has space for collaboration and project stakeholders are able to engage in collaborative problem solving to the benefit of their project. The pandemic has ushered in a new wave of interest in collaborative contracting for construction and infrastructure projects. Some authors have even coined COVID-19 as serving as a “Proof of Concept” for collaborative contracting approaches.62

As governments are looking to encourage revitalization of their economies through spending on infrastructure and “Build Back Better”63 in the wake of the pandemic’s devastation, the collaborative contracting model allows an expedited process. The faster the shovels are in the ground the better. Consequently, the time-consuming linear and sequential process of DBB is not always possible.

B. SUPPLY CHAIN

While the immediate impacts of COVID-19 on construction projects were obvious, the longer-term effects such as supply chain disruption have also demonstrated how collaborative contracting is better positioned to deal with uncertainty. COVID-19 alone is not the only issue challenging the supply chain.64 Supply chain disruption can be a result of several events, and the continued supply chain turmoil is a reminder of the vulnerability and unpredictability of our globally integrated supply chains.65 Moreover, a significant lack of

---

60 Zena Olijnyk, “Infrastructure Trends: Cost and Completion Models Evolving to Reflect Current Realities” (23 May 2023), online: Lexpert [perma.cc/JR49-DZDN].
61 Ibid.
62 Anne-Marie Friel & Laura Tetlow, “Collaborative Contracts Make Supply Chains More Resilient to Crises” (16 December 2020), online: Pinsent Masons LLP [perma.cc/3QYS-XX98].
63 “The Build Back Better Framework: President Biden’s Plan to Rebuild the Middle Class,” online: The White House [perma.cc/D9GH-PZ8P].
skilled trades in Canada creates additional bottlenecks for development. The Government of Canada, among others, is acutely aware of this challenge and anticipates that an average of around 75,000 new apprentices must be hired each year for the next five years to meet the demand.

It is imperative that contracts are able to adapt to the ever-changing reality of supply chain logistics and price increases. Fixed price contracts are rarely structured to accommodate unanticipated issues and recent years have made it clear that any number of unpredictable factors can greatly impact projects. It is likewise unrealistic to expect owners, even where they may be capable of doing so, to absorb every fluctuation and risk. Instituting mutual responsibility and shared stewardship ensures proper mitigation and cost control.

C. INFLATION

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) reports inflation will fall to 7.0 percent in 2023 from 8.7 percent in 2022. It also predicted in January 2023 that inflation may drop as low as 4.3 percent in 2024, which is notably still above pre-pandemic levels. However, the IMF revised its prediction at the end of the first quarter of 2023, predicting that 2024 was more likely to see 4.9 percent inflation. Either way, the IMF reports that inflation is much “stickier” than anticipated, and although recent headlines indicate that inflation may be declining, core inflation, excluding the volatile energy and food components, has not yet peaked in many countries. Further, the Bank of Canada suggested inflation in Canada had eased to 4.3 percent in March 2023, but this was still noticeably higher than its 2 percent target and there is no guarantee inflation will continue to ease.

Regardless of whose predictions are most accurate, inflationary prices and unevenly rising costs will reduce the purchasing power of owners. This will threaten margins and drive up the cost of bids. In such an environment, opportunities to obtain good value for money are important and traditional contracting methods may be inadequate to respond to unpredictable financial circumstances.

D. LACK OF BIDDERS

Even in the best financial environment for owners, on large projects the list of bidders who are technically or financially capable and qualified to execute the scope of work may be quite small. This diminishes or eliminates the benefits that can otherwise be gained by completing

---

67 Canada, News Release, “Government of Canada Promotes In-Demand Skilled Trades as a First-Choice Career Path” (31 January 2022), online: [perma.cc/77X7-LCRX].
68 International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook: A Rocky Recovery (Washington, DC: IMF, 2023) at xiv [IMF].
69 International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook: Inflation Peaking Amid Low Growth (Washington, DC: IMF, 2023) at 1.
70 IMF, supra note 68 at xiv.
71 Ibid.
a competitive bidding process. Paired with the fact that turbulent financial conditions have led to many insolvencies in the construction industry, owners may find it difficult to attract sufficient bidders to a project.

Major contractors are becoming more reluctant to enter hard-bid contract environments, instead focusing on established relationships and procurement processes. The associated financial risks of fixed price design-build projects have impacted the business models of key contractors who can gain business through other agreement structures that do not invite the same level of risk. In addition to financial risk, reputation concerns due to unforeseen circumstances, such as supply chain issues, have further disincentivized large contractors from participating in bidding processes where the risk profile is not adaptive.

The Province of Nova Scotia recently encountered this issue when there was only one bid on the Halifax Infirmary Redevelopment project, which has an estimated capital cost of approximately CDN$2.8 billion. Though initially interested, EllisDon pulled out of the bidding process due to the scope of the project and ongoing industry challenges and instead sought to bring a proposal as part of a joint venture, which resulted in only one bid on the project.

The Province of Ontario also experienced the same issue with respect to two large Infrastructure Ontario hospital projects. In this case, EllisDon emerged from the request for quote process for the Trillium Health Partners Queensway Health Centre project as the sole bidder. Another Trillium hospital redevelopment and construction project similarly received only one proposal, submitted jointly by EllisDon and PCL Health Care Partners.

Infrastructure Ontario’s CEO, Michael Lindsay, said these “procurements are taking place amidst ‘once-in-a-generation’ market challenges” that contributed to volatile construction costs and market changes.

E. A BUSY ENERGY INDUSTRY IN ALBERTA

Despite some financial uncertainty in Canada and internationally, Alberta’s oil and gas, renewable energy, and cleantech companies continue to strengthen the province’s busy energy industry. Currently under construction are major projects including Suncor’s CDN$1.4 billion Power Cogeneration Units project in Wood Buffalo and Air Products’

74 David Outerbridge, Sylvie Rodrigue & David Wawro, “Changes to Litigation Risk in a New Economic Environment” (7 May 2020), online: Mondaq [perma.cc/PYE8-3TAT].
75 Peter Kamminga, “An Introduction to Collaborative Construction Contracts for Large and International Projects” (25 October 2022), online: Mediate [perma.cc/J452-5ELT].
76 Olijnyk, supra note 60.
77 Kimberly Gale, “NS Union Calls Potential End of Halifax Infirmary Negotiations ‘Devastating,’” CBC (12 December 2022), online: [perma.cc/QK2N-DDBQ].
78 Michael Gorman, “Halifax Infirmary Redevelopment Down to Single Bidder, but Premier Says He’s Unfazed,” CBC (30 June 2022), online: [perma.cc/283W-XU32].
79 Don Wall, “IO’s Lindsay Defends Two Single-Bid Hospital Projects,” Daily Commercial News (14 October 2022), online: [perma.cc/SCQ2-ZCXH].
80 Ibid.
81 Ibid.
82 “Suncor Invests $1.4 Billion in Low-Carbon Power Generation” (17 November 2019), online: Suncor Energy [perma.cc/DS53-R9Z2].
CDN$1.6 billion Hydrogen Production and Liquefaction Facility in Edmonton.83 Upcoming projects include the proposed 2023 to 2025 development of the Future Energy Park Renewable Natural Gas and Ethanol Project in Calgary, which will be North America’s largest carbon negative renewable natural gas and ethanol project.84 Syncrude Canada has proposed a CDN$3.3 billion Mildred Lake Extension project to sustain Syncrude’s current production levels, which is expected to be operational by the mid-2020s.85 Together with several key actors, Pathways Alliance has proposed the first stage of the development of CDN$16.5 billion Carbon Capture Storage Hub in Northern Alberta between 2025 and 2030.86

A busy energy sector will contribute to a contractor favourable environment by bolstering business activity and creating jobs, revenue, and opportunity. While major energy projects have the potential to create spin-off benefits, including supporting job creation and economic development,87 they may also shift the bargaining power to contractors. A single mega-project can reduce the contractor resources otherwise available in a market like Canada.88 With a number of these projects potentially on the horizon, there could be a serious shortage of viable contractors for owners looking to get projects underway.

F. ESG ON THE RISE

Across industries, there is a growing demand to address climate change and other environmental, social, and governance (ESG) concerns in contract clauses. Many companies, lenders, and shareholders have ESG policies and expectations. For example, Salesforce has instituted a set of sustainability-related terms to include in its supplier contracts that aim to reduce carbon emissions.89 Further, ESG reporting will soon be required of certain federally regulated institutions by law.90 As ESG reporting obligations and practices evolve, construction industry participants must be able to adapt to different demands and showcase the efforts being made.

ESG targets and reporting require tracking and effort at all levels of a project. These requirements may even extend to subcontractor and supplier performance. As a result, ongoing communication and evolving practices will be required as the law shifts, which are difficult to address in fixed price traditional contracting scenarios.91 By contrast, collaborative contracting promotes a dynamic where ESG principles can be considered at the outset of the contractual relationship and continue to be a priority throughout the project.

83 “Air Products to Build First Commercial-Scale Hydrogen Refuelling Station in Edmonton,” Canadian Biomass (2 May 2023), online: [perma.cc/8PYW-DBCN].
85 “MLX Project,” online: Syncrude [perma.cc/QMH6-CCMZ].
88 Olijnyk, supra note 60.
89 “Salesforce Urges Suppliers to Reduce Carbon Emissions, Adds Climate to Contracts” (29 April 2021), online: Salesforce [perma.cc/JY73-BWND].
90 Conor Chell & Laura Roberts, “It’s Official: Mandatory ESG Disclosure Is Coming to Canada” (8 April 2022) online: MLT Aikins [perma.cc/KC34-QRZT].
91 Ebel et al, supra note 65.
Items like meaningfully enriching local communities, positive stakeholder engagement, or enhancing diversity and inclusion in participant organizations can all be expressly set out in collaborative contract models.

V. TYPES OF COLLABORATIVE CONTRACTS

The umbrella of “collaborative contracts” captures a variety of approaches to managing a contractual relationship, each of which is fundamentally established through the specific terms and conditions in the contract. Many of these models borrow from one another and it is not realistic to expect that a given moniker will necessarily define every element of a particular arrangement. The following section of this article, however, will identify and define some key categories.

Importantly, engaging a collaborative contracting model does not stop once the parties negotiate the terms and sign on the dotted line. Collaborative contracts require a shift in mentality and a continued and ongoing investment in promoting the project objectives over individual goals, which will ideally also benefit the project participants individually. A collaborative contract aims to reward divergent commercial interests by setting the achievement of collective project benchmarks as a profit driver. The overall objective is to get everyone pulling in the same direction.

Collaborative contracts are usually most suitable for large projects where the pool of participants who are financially capable of performing the work is small.\(^92\) Collaborative contracts are also effective as a means of implementing a project with shorter procurement timelines where the owner needs boots on the ground before the design or its requirements are complete.\(^93\) Collaborative contracts can also diminish or eliminate the inherently adversarial nature of traditional contracting. They can unlock significant productivity and enable the delivery of assets at a lower cost.\(^94\)

The main purpose of collaboration is to ensure that there is a commercial framework and risk allocation that works for the parties and ensures there is a viable project. By working together to better understand the owner’s requirements and project characteristics, all parties can ensure the output is possible and in line with expectations.

Collaboration can be achieved by structuring the relationship between the project participants with a focus on specific elements. Authors have categorized these in a variety of ways, but generally the following organizing principles are instructive:

---


\(^{94}\) Howard W Ashcraft, Jr., “Negotiating an Integrated Project Delivery Agreement” (2011) 31 Construction Lawyer 17 at 19 [Ashcraft, “Negotiating”].
Collaborative construction contracts organize the relationship between the parties with the objective of balancing the above elements. Where that is achieved, it creates space for unique and unconventional outcomes such as innovative and new project execution methods, productivity improvements, and environmentally and socially conscious project execution.

A. Early Contractor Involvement (ECI)

Everything old is new again.

In 2010, the CCDC published two template forms embodying an early contractor involvement model, being the CCDC5A and CCDC5B.101 Further, the NEC Engineering and Construction Contract suite of contracts, created by the UK Institution of Civil Engineers, has included an ECI option since 2015.102 In 2017, the University of Auckland published a report on ECI setting out that it had been actively used in New Zealand since at least the early 2000s.103

The ECI model can be integrated effectively into the traditional construction management model described above, wherein the owner contracts separately with a consultant to design the project and then engages a construction manager for construction activities. ECI differs from the traditional approach, primarily in that the construction manager is engaged early in the design process before it is complete, which allows the construction manager an opportunity to provide invaluable cost, schedule, and constructability input to the design.104 A construction manager may also be asked in the early stages to provide insight into various facets of the work, including phasing, material selection, and to provide real time cost information from its supply chain.

ECI provides an opportunity for the owner to obtain reasonably reliable pricing and schedule information as the design is being developed and to reduce the likelihood of surprise at how much the construction will cost or how long it will take. Further, in an ECI scenario, where the estimated price is outside the owner’s budget, a contractor may also be asked to undertake value engineering studies105 and suggest opportunities to reduce cost without unnecessarily sacrificing functionality or performance.

The ECI contractor procures trades on a transparent and open book basis once the design has been finalized and, assuming price certainty can be agreed to between the parties, the owner and ECI contractor may agree to adopt terms setting out a fixed price or guaranteed maximum price to complete the project under a more traditional risk allocation model. The owner engages the ECI contractor early on with the hope that the parties can, through working together, come to an agreement on what the total cost and time to construct the project will be.

101 “CCDC 5A: 2010 Construction Management Contract: for Services” (2010), online: Canadian Construction Documents Committee [perma.cc/UU5X-VNSB]; CCDC 5B, supra note 44.
102 “New ‘Early Contractor Involvement’ Clauses for ECC” (27 November 2015), online: NEC [perma.cc/XW23-YEZE].
103 Margaret EE Cobeldick, Investigation into the Performance of Early Contractor Involvement (ECI) on New Zealand Infrastructure Construction Projects (Masters Thesis, University of Auckland, 2017), online (pdf): [perma.cc/Z7S8-AL5R].
B. **PROGRESSIVE DESIGN BUILD (PDB)**

The PDB model for project delivery has gained popularity in recent years, being adopted, for example, in complex, risky transit projects. In a PDB contract, the owner selects a design-builder, prior to finalizing the functional program and budget. This provides a single point of accountability for the owner, similar to a traditional design-build model, and also provides an opportunity to have a well-rounded design-builder early in the conception of the project. Because the functional program remains subject to revision and refinement at the time of tendering the design-builder, the procurement strategy is largely based on qualifications and not cost. The owner and design-builder are positioned to cooperate from the outset and work together to define the project requirements, design, pricing, and risk. Throughout the early phases of the work, the owner and design-builder can prepare multiple models, target prices, a variety of designs, scopes, and options to cooperatively land on a realistic schedule and cost for the work.

Unlike a traditional design-build contract, a PDB contract can be reflected in one or two separate documents and is usually structured in phases with “off-ramps” at designated decision gates, should the owner reject the design-builder’s price or other commercial terms.

Phase 1 includes design and budgeting. This phase is to be performed on an open-book basis, such that there are no surprises or hidden details informing the cost and schedule for construction. There is also usually the option to engage the design-builder in limited scopes of actual construction work prior to the commencement of the project in earnest, by way of enabling works or early works agreements. Initiating too much work by way of early works agreements, however, gives the design-builder significant leverage in advance of arriving at the decision-gate to award the phase 2 work and owners must therefore be cautious as to how much of such work they award.

Following completion of the phase 1 design and budgeting work, the parties may agree to proceed with a variety of contracting models for the phase 2 construction. In the event the parties achieve agreement on the terms for proceeding, the parties may, for example, enter into a fixed price or GMP design-build contract.

In PDB, the owner engages a design-builder from the outset, but defers obtaining price, schedule, and performance commitments until after the design has been sufficiently defined through a collaborative and iterative pre-construction design process. The design-builder’s engagement in the process from the beginning invites it to take ownership over the success of the project, and their involvement in phase 2 is often where the design-builder would
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106 See e.g. “Graham Awarded Progressive Design-Build Contract for New Fort St. James Hospital” (20 April 2022), online: Construction Links Network [perma.cc/L3DQ-6JPS] (Graham Construction entered into a PDB contract with Infrastructure BC in relation to the redevelopment of the Stuart Lake Hospital in Fort St. James, British Columbia. This Design-Build Agreement with Graham was Infrastructure BC’s first PDB contract).

107 Kathy Jian, “What is Progressive Design Build” (18 October 2022), online: Glaholt Bowles [perma.cc/5CU8-JN88].

108 “Master Planning and Functional Planning,” online: The University of British Columbia [perma.cc/SM56-XK7Z] (“[a] functional program summarizes and analyzes the functional and operational requirements of each department within a planned facility. As such, it provides for a level of detail that is sufficient for an architect to begin designing that particular building or space”).
realize most of its profit. This model in essence offers the design-builder the opportunity to influence the overall design, phasing, material selection, and schedule in order to, on an open-book basis, set the project up for success.

C. ALLIANCE

Alliance contracting was conceived and implemented in the early 1990s for high-risk oil and gas projects in the North Sea. The Andrew Drilling Platform project introduced the model in order to create a more collaborative work environment and share project risks more evenly among project teams.109 An alliance model is marked by many key features that are shared by other collaborative models, and include:

- risk and opportunity sharing;
- commitment to “no disputes”;
- best-for-project unanimous decision-making processes;
- “no fault — no blame” culture;
- good faith;
- transparency expressed as open book documentation and reporting; and
- a joint management structure.110

To initiate and form the project alliance, which effectively operates like a multi-stakeholder project team, the owner may engage multiple respondent entities to submit their qualifications for consideration. There is a greater emphasis on key individuals, the experience of the team, and their willingness to collaborate over price. From there, the owner will shortlist and evaluate respondents and their proposals. This often includes behavioural evaluation based on collaboration and alignment with the owner. For example, in an alliance contract implemented in 1994 for the Wandoo Platform Project, which is located 75 kilometres northwest of Dampier, Western Australia, the owner dedicated CDN$1 million to behavioural workshops, training, and collaborative sessions aimed in part at shifting the parties from a confrontational approach for pricing to a collaborative open-book policy.111

In an alliance model, once selected, the non-owner participants and owner enter a contract to form an alliance. The alliance agreement includes a joint governance and management structure between the owner and non-owner participants with a requirement for unanimous


110 Australia Commonwealth, Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development, National Alliance Contracting Guidelines: Guide to Alliance Contracting (Guidance Note) (Canberra: Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development, September 2015) at 12 [Guide to Alliance Contracting].

111 Raisbeck, Millie & Maher, supra note 109 at 1021.
decision-making, except for decisions reserved by the owner as requiring its ultimate approval. Non-owner participants contract with subcontractors on behalf of the alliance.

The owner pays for the actual cost of the work, but the non-owner participants risk all or a portion of their traditional profit mark-up but not their overhead. It is also possible to institute a pain-share and gain-share model. For example, non-owner participants may split the additional cost if the costs exceed target price until their profit has been consumed and the owner pays for the remainder.

These contracts generally include waivers of the right to sue, litigate, or arbitrate against the other party, with only limited exceptions such as willful default or breach of exceptionally concerning provisions like anti-corruption or intellectual property clauses. The intention behind such waivers is to prevent finger pointing and promote problem solving and reducing or eliminating entirely actions that, in a traditional model, might otherwise be motivated by self-preservation.

D. INTEGRATED PROJECT DELIVERY (IPD)

IPD and alliance contracts are similar. The American Institute of Architects defines IPD in aspirational terms as:

[A] project delivery approach that integrates people, systems, business structures and practices into a process that collaboratively harnesses the talents and insights of all participants to optimize project results, increase value to the owner, reduce waste and maximize efficiency through all phases of design, fabrication and construction.112

IPD aligns the business interests of all parties through a multi-party contractual arrangement among (a minimum of) the owner, consultant, and contractor.113 IPD creates a risk and reward pool that is distributed depending on pre-agreed project benchmarks. IPD aims to create an “all for one and one for all” approach to project execution. Studies have shown that IPD contracts achieve statistically significant advantages across several performance metrics over traditional project delivery models.114

An IPD project will generally have five major contract elements:

• early involvement of key participants;

113 Jobidon, Lemieux & Beauregard, supra note 7 at 18.
• shared risk and reward based on project outcome;
• joint project control;
• reduced liability exposure; and
• jointly developed and validated targets.\footnote{Howard W Ashcraft, Jr., “Integrated Project Delivery Agreement: A Lawyer’s Perspective” (2014) J Can College Construction Lawyers 105 at 120.}

This is similar to an alliance model and the most marked difference between the two models has historically been that IPD contracts also integrate Building Information Modelling (BIM) protocols, improved project management techniques to improve workflow and cost management, as well as early stage collocation in a “Big Room” environment.\footnote{Bhargav Dave et al, “ViBR: Conceptualising a Virtual Big Room through the Framework of People, Processes and Technology” (2015) 21 Procedia Economics & Finance 586 at 586–93 (“[t]he ‘Big Room’ in construction refers to a large facility supporting the colocation of the entire project team, where some of the critical problems such as delays in decision-making, problems in communication, disparity in design iterations are eliminated, and trust is increased” at 586).}

Proceeding through an IPD project involves five phases: (1) solicitation; (2) validation; (3) design and procurement; (4) construction; and (5) warranty. Those phases include, in brief, the following:

1. **SOLICITATION**

   In this phase owners solicit interested parties. After conducting whatever procurement process is necessary or desirable in the circumstances, the selected parties sign the IPD contract. This process of identifying key parties and selecting the IPD participants may or may not be less involved than the similar initial phase in the alliance process.

2. **VALIDATION**

   This phase commences upon executing the IPD contract. In this phase a Project Management Team (the PMT), consisting of a representative of each party to the IPD contract, is established to provide management level guidance for collaborative planning and design to meet the owner’s objectives. Among other things, the PMT conducts site investigations to verify all existing information and requisition other investigations necessary to prepare a properly informed plan for execution of the construction activities. The PMT will also, in the validation phase, create a “validation report.”\footnote{The validation report often confirms: (1) the viability of the owner’s base program (a statement of the owner’s requirements based on the conceptual design and refined through validation); (2) base target cost; and (3) a milestone schedule. Common elements of a validation report include project program and planning summary, staffing plan, design narrative and systems validation, base target cost, milestone schedule, contract tasks matrix, risk pool, project contingency, confirmation of project financing, and a detailed breakdown of all projected reimbursable costs.} A validation report is a detailed document that requires considerable effort from the PMT and provides an opinion as to whether the project is viable (that is, confirming the business case for the project).
validation report will also, importantly, set out the criteria for the risk and reward pool.\textsuperscript{118} The owner must ultimately approve the validation report. If the validation report fails to achieve owner approval, then there is an off-ramp and right for the owner to terminate the project. In that event, the other parties receive reimbursable costs without profit and the owner keeps all work product, but with no liability ascribed to other parties.

3. **Design and Procurement**

Once the validation report has been approved, the design and construction team perform the design services and procurement. The PMT will continue to: (1) oversee the design; (2) authorize early procurement of long-lead items; (3) organize and manage Project Implementation Teams (the PITs); and (4) use target value design\textsuperscript{119} to optimize and coordinate the design as it is being developed. PITs are interdisciplinary, cross-functional teams who develop detailed phasing plans and address more detailed aspects of project delivery.\textsuperscript{120} In this phase the PMT and PITs will: (1) develop a detailed elemental cost model based on base target cost, including a breakdown and profit for each member of the design and construction team; (2) establish the final target cost, including any added value incentive items for owner selection; and (3) update the milestone schedule, contract tasks matrix, and finalize the project contingencies as required.

4. **Construction**

After the design and procurement phase, there is typically a commencement document that includes a notice to proceed issued by the PMT. During this construction phase, the PMT oversees: (1) completion of design services; (2) procurement; (3) construction; (4) final testing; and (5) start-up, commissioning, and delivery of close-out materials.

5. **Warranty Phase**

In this final phase, the PMT oversees warranty repairs and final deficiency repairs. After a set period of time, there is a finalization of the project accounting and distribution of remaining the remaining risk and reward pool.

IPD is relatively common in the infrastructure development space in Canada. In 2018 the CCDC introduced its own version of an IPD contract, the CCDC 30.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{118} Ken Lancastle, “Introduction to CCDC 30: A Canadian Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) Contract” (17 February 2021), online (blog): \textit{Lean Construction Blog} [perma.cc/DBV6-895N].
  \item \textsuperscript{119} “Target Value Design,” online: \textit{P2SL} [perma.cc/EJ5R-Q8V4] (University of California, Berkeley defines target value design as: “Target Value Design (TVD), refers to the application of Target Costing (TC) to the delivery of projects in the Architecture-Engineering-Construction (AEC) industry. This design method radically differs from what has become the traditional way of designing and making products. Rather than treating cost as an outcome of wasteful design-estimate-rework cycles, TVD is a method that makes customer constraints (on cost, time, location, and others) drivers for design in pursuit of value delivery” at para 1).
  \item \textsuperscript{120} For example, site use, selection of materials, systems, equipment, sequencing, and so on.
\end{itemize}
E. Key Features of Collaborative Contracts

The key features of collaborative contracts, to varying degrees, can be grouped as follows: (1) risk and reward sharing; (2) abolishing the blame game; (3) good faith & transparency; and (4) best-for-project decision-making.\(^\text{121}\)

1. Risk and Reward Sharing

A key feature of collaborative contracts is that the risk and opportunities are shared among the owner and the non-owner participants. The common approach of open-book pricing is intended to allow for these risks to be priced by the parties with candour and allow both parties to fully assess who should bear a risk. For example, in PDB contracts, the phase 1 work\(^\text{122}\) allows the owner and design-builder to openly review the contingencies applied to certain scopes and risks, and it gives the owner an opportunity to assume a risk to avoid paying a risk premium and, instead, invest in a better asset. For example, an owner can agree to provide a cash allowance for a specific scope where pricing is hard to confirm with certainty rather than pay a large risk premium on a lump sum. However, these risks are not always shared exactly equally.

For example, a non-owner participant in collaborative contracting may be entitled to obtain a certain portion of the cost savings upon conclusion of the project up to a specified maximum whereafter the owner alone enjoys the benefit. Additionally, some risks are reserved and assigned expressly to a single party.\(^\text{123}\) In an alliance agreement there may be a cap on the non-owner participants’ total pain share, and the risk of obtaining certain governmental approvals may be assigned to the owner. As the price begins to exceed the target price the non-owner participants may be responsible for a portion of the additional costs, resulting in a loss. At a certain point, however, the loss for non-owner participants will plateau and, regardless of how much the cost exceeds the target price, the non-owner participants will no longer share in the loss. Once this plateau has been reached the non-owner participants are effectively working for free as their profit has been completely consumed by cost overruns. By contrast, the greater the cost savings, the greater the reward payment the non-owner participants may earn.

2. Abolishing the Blame Game

Perhaps the most significant difference between a traditional project delivery method and a collaborative contract is the prohibition on commencing claims. The bite behind a “no disputes” bark in collaborative contracts can vary. In some forms, like ECI or PDB, the parties may reserve all rights with respect to the claims that might otherwise be seen in a traditional contract. However, in collaborative contracts like IPD and alliance, there is a waiver of claims against other contracting parties.


\(^{122}\) Phase 1 work generally includes design, budget, schedule, phasing, and tendering.

\(^{123}\) Guide to Alliance Contracting, supra note 110 at 10.
The template alliance agreement prepared by Infrastructure BC, for example, includes the following provisions:

3.5 To the extent permitted by law, we agree that only an act or omission of a Participant in performing, or failing to perform, the Alliance Works which amounts to a Wilful Default or an Act of Insolvency will give rise to enforceable obligations, entitlements, rights or remedies under this Agreement, including a right to claim or recover any Loss, or otherwise at law or in equity.

3.6 To the extent permitted by law, we release and discharge each other from any Loss, effects, claims, actions or proceedings under this Agreement or otherwise at law or in equity arising from or as a result of any act or omission in performing, or failing to perform, the Alliance Works which does not amount to a Wilful Default or an Act of Insolvency in respect of which we may have otherwise had recourse under this Agreement or otherwise at law or in equity but for this release and discharge.124

The drafts of the publicly available Infrastructure Ontario and Metrolinx Alliance Agreement on the Union Station Enhancement Project included the following provisions:

6.2 No litigation, arbitration or adjudication
Subject to Section 6.4, the Parties agree that there will be no litigation, arbitration or adjudication between them arising out of or in connection with this Agreement.

6.3 Non-application of enforceable rights or obligation

6.3.1 Subject to the exceptions listed in Section 6.4, a failure by a Party to perform any obligation or to discharge any duty under, or arising out of or in connection with this Agreement, or which is otherwise an obligation to or duty owed to another Party however arising, does not give rise to any enforceable right or obligation at law or in equity and, to the extent that it does, the other Parties releases and hold harmless that Party from any consequences at law or in equity for that failure.

6.3.2 Subject to the exceptions listed in Section 6.4, the sole remedy arising under contract, tort, statute or otherwise for failure by any Party to perform any obligation or to discharge any duty under, or arising out of or in connection with this Agreement, or which is otherwise an obligation to or duty owed by it to another Party however arising is the operation of Schedule 11 (Risk or Reward Regime) and Schedule 12 (Payment Procedures).125

Lastly, the CCDC 30 includes the following provisions:

11.1.1 The Owner, Consultant, Contractor, and Other IPD Parties waive all claims against each other arising from or related to the Contract, except solely for direct loss and damages arising from the following:

.1 claims arising from a party’s willful default;
.2 claims arising from any express warranty obligations of the parties or an obligation to provide third-party warranties under the Contract Documents;

124 “Interim Draft Project Alliance Agreement,” ss 3.5–3.6, online (pdf): Infrastructure BC [perma.cc/JK7V-T93D] [Draft Project Alliance Agreement].

125 “Project Alliance Agreement” (2020), ss 6.2–6.3, online (pdf): Infrastructure Ontario [perma.cc/YJ3P-SLGX] [Infrastructure Ontario Agreement].
.3 claims for payment of amounts due under the Contract by any party to the Contract against any other party;
.4 claims attributable to any violations or alleged violations of any intellectual property right, including infringement or an alleged infringement of a patent or copyright, or violations or alleged violations of any trademark or licences;
.5 claims for failure to provide insurance coverage specified in the Contract Documents;
.6 claims for which indemnification under policies of insurance specified in the Contract Documents is available, to the extent such insurance proceeds are available;
.7 claims by third parties; or
.8 claims for damages resulting from substantial defects or deficiencies in the Design or the Work which were not known, or reasonably could not have been discovered, prior to the end of the Warranty Phase. “Substantial defects or deficiencies” mean those defects or deficiencies in the Work which affect the Work to such an extent or in such a manner that a significant part or the whole of the Work is unfit for the purpose intended by the Contract Documents. 126

As per the above, common exclusions to these exculpatory clauses include willful default, bringing claims pursuant to statutory requirements that cannot otherwise be excluded as a matter of law, insurance proceeds, and bankruptcy and insolvency.

In addition to these waivers, and as expressly set out in the Union Station Enhancement Project alliance agreement, 127 the pain share gain share mechanism results in a type of formula for resolving disputes. Where there are cost savings, the parties share in the project’s success and the sole remedy for poor performance is dealt with by the pain share mechanism in the contract. Where the cost of the project exceeds the target price, even if the parties disagree as to the reason why, they have already agreed upon a formula for how those excess costs will be addressed. This motivates cooperation to realize collective goals while eliminating individual gains from siloed compensation structures. A traditional contracting model by contrast typically includes a risk profile where one party alone will be responsible for cost overruns and, unless they agree how the overrun arose after the fact, the parties must revert to litigation or arbitration to determine the matter. Trying to determine how those costs arose and how they will be assigned after the fact is likely to be difficult when one party or the other stands to lose. Resorting to litigation or arbitration to resolve the dispute is expensive and time consuming.

A formula for communally assigning benefits and burdens, regardless of who is directly responsible for the cost savings or cost overruns, fosters a “no blame” culture. This is often reinforced by direct words in the agreement. The Infrastructure BC template agreement sets out expressly:

1.2.3 we all win, or we all lose, based on project outcomes. Win-lose outcomes are not acceptable;

---

127 Infrastructure Ontario Agreement, supra note 125, s 5.5.2.
1.2.6 we will have clear accountabilities within a no blame culture;

...

2.1.4 take collective responsibility for managing all of the risks in performing the Alliance Works;

...

2.1.10 create positive peer relationships in an environment of mutual support, appreciation and encouragement.\textsuperscript{128}

Similarly, the Metrolinx Alliance Agreement states that the participants agree with and commit to, “a ‘no blame’ and ‘no claim’ culture between the Participants in relation to disputes, errors, mistakes, Defects, poor performance and other issues which may arise within the Alliance.”\textsuperscript{129} The CCDC 30, likewise, assigns the PMT the responsibility of “actively promot[ing] harmony, collaboration, and cooperation among all entities performing on the Project.”\textsuperscript{130}

Though this may seem like pie in the sky aspirations, when the express language is taken in combination with the waiver of claims and the formula for addressing unexpected monetary challenges, collaborative contracts create a framework that can meaningfully shift behaviour.

3. GOOD FAITH & TRANSPARENCY

While the organizing principle of good faith and the duty of honest performance underlie all contracts in Canada,\textsuperscript{131} such principles and duties can be intentionally expressed and heightened in collaborative contracts.\textsuperscript{132} Alliance contracts, for example, include overt commitments to putting the project’s interests first and express the intention to perform all obligations in good faith. Moreover, in most collaborative contracts the non-owner participants must commit to an open-book approach to all work including estimating and budgeting. This means there are usually expanded audit and accounting rights and equal access to information for all participants. It also means there are no hidden fees and all costs and benefits, risk, and opportunities are out in the open for all to investigate. This is, however, not intended to create a contractual panopticon, though it may very well do that, but is instead intended to give all parties the ability to work cooperatively in finding improvements to all processes being undertaken to the benefit of all.

4. BEST-FOR-PROJECT DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES

Alliance and IPD contracts include mechanisms for unanimous decisions among the project participants, which are aimed at achieving a positive outcome for the project and not

\textsuperscript{128} Draft Project Alliance Agreement, supra note 124, ss 1.2.3, 1.2.6, 2.1.4, 2.1.10.
\textsuperscript{129} Infrastructure Ontario Agreement, supra note 125, s 5.5.1 [emphasis in original].
\textsuperscript{130} CCDC 30, supra note 126, s 2.1.1.3.
\textsuperscript{131} Bhasin, supra note 22.
\textsuperscript{132} Jones, supra note 66 at 4, 6, n 72.
just the individual. By contrast, ECI and PDB contracts are oriented towards disclosure and sharing of contractor concerns and potentially modified design to ensure the owner’s expectations are met during construction. Either way, best-for-project decision-making can be done by way of early discussions in project design prior to execution or by way of a detailed and specific decision-making infrastructure.

For example, under an IPD model the PMT and PITs work jointly in the management of the project. Alliance contracts typically require a joint management structure and, in a similar fashion to the “no blame” culture, include specific language that requires participants to agree to a model of unanimous “best for project” decision making. The alliance agreement will provide detailed information regarding what process must be followed when rendering decisions and should include a responsibility matrix\textsuperscript{133} setting out the levels of management responsible specific decisions. Typical owner reserved decisions include changes to the design, adjustments to the scope of work, suspending the work, termination for convenience, and external communications.

In both alliance and IPD, the “best for project” standard in decision making is often established through several schedules and instruments. The Metrolinx alliance agreement, for example, builds out this standard by including: (1) a value for money (VFM) statement; (2) an Alliance Charter (including the Alliance Principles, Alliance Goals, and Alliance Values); and (3) defines “Best For Project” as “an approach, determination, decision, method, solution, interpretation, outcome or resolution that is consistent with the VFM Statement and the Alliance Charter.”\textsuperscript{134}

Value for money is not a term unique to collaborative contracts. The concept is applied in all forms of contracting. The Australian Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development, Communications, and the Arts (Infrastructure Australia) provides a helpful definition for value for money as follows:

Value-for-Money is a measure of benefits (which covers quality levels, performance standards, and other policy measures such as social and environmental impacts), balanced against the price and risk exposure of achieving those benefits.

Generally, Value-for-Money is assessed on a ‘whole-of-life’ or ‘total-cost-of-ownership’ basis. This includes the various phases of contract period, including transitioning-in and transitioning-out.\textsuperscript{135}

While important to consider in all contracts, in an alliance contract there is a specific value for money statement prepared by the owner that is intended to serve as an overriding guiding principle in all project activities. Further, an alliance contract includes an “alliance charter.” As set out by Infrastructure Australia in its National Alliance Contracting Guidelines, an alliance charter is intended to be a charter of behaviours to which participants must commit and that is formalized in the alliance agreement.\textsuperscript{136} A formal charter of behaviours should,

\textsuperscript{133} Infrastructure Ontario Agreement, \textit{supra} note 125, Schedule 6.
\textsuperscript{134} \textit{Ibid}, Schedule 1.
\textsuperscript{135} \textit{Guide to Alliance Contracting}, \textit{supra} note 110 at 112.
\textsuperscript{136} \textit{Ibid} at 34.
however, move away from broad aspirational behavioural statements and other platitudes towards more objective and understandable behavioural criteria.137

VI. PROJECTS WELL SUITED FOR COLLABORATIVE CONTRACTS

Collaborative contracts are well-suited to projects where there is a sufficient budget and parties involved to warrant the increased upfront investment. Additionally, collaborative contracts are suitable for the following:

- **Large Projects.** ECI and PDB are easily implemented on low budget projects, but IPD or alliance project delivery methods are likely best suited to large-scale projects. Particularly where the number of potential parties who could reasonably be expected to bid on the project are limited, collaborative contracts will offer better opportunities to realize good value for money when compared to traditional lowest-bid-wins procurement.

- **Early Stages.** Setting up the project correctly from the outset is imperative. Shifting into a collaborative contracting method midstream is ill-advised. It is important to start from the beginning.

- **Complexity.** It is not normally necessary to adopt a full collaborative contract for simple projects. Certainly, collaborative themes are suitable for all types of contracts, but generally an alliance or IPD contract requires a complex project to fully benefit from the detailed management structure.138 One of the ways collaborative contracts shine is that they bring multiple disciplines together (for example, designers, contractors, and major suppliers) to ensure all angles are considered. Simple projects do not always require this level of integration.

- **Owner-Driven Projects.** Where the owner is taking an active role in providing information to the parties designing or constructing the asset (for example, where there may be a highly challenging worksite for which the owner has detailed geotechnical data) collaborative contracts allow the owner an opportunity to remain engaged with the project participants to impact how that information is interpreted and used during execution.

- **Projects with International Participants.** Where there are significant geographical barriers between the key portions of the project execution team, the “Big Room” approach of collaborative contracts can assist in keeping the parties aligned.139

---

137 Ibid.
138 Jones, supra note 66 at 12.
139 Peter Rosher, “Partnering and Alliancing: A New Way of Thinking about Construction” (2015) 3 Int Bus LJ 237 at 244.
• **Interested Stakeholders.** Collaborative contracts require a mental shift away from traditional adversarial contracting methods. Accordingly, the parties should be willing to invest themselves in a new process.\(^{140}\)

• **Extremely Risky or Uncertain Projects.** Where a project is so difficult or risky that it may pose significant risks and where, as a result, significant pricing is allocated to such risk, collaborative alternatives may offer a way to allow the parties to share the risk, proceed with the project, and avoid huge pricing contingencies.

Energy projects are characterized by many of the above features and may be well-suited to these types of contracts.

In particular, large-scale, complex, first of its kind technology development projects are common in the energy sector. For example, in Canada the energy sector is currently developing and implementing hydrogen,\(^{141}\) carbon capture and underground storage,\(^{142}\) tailings innovation projects,\(^{143}\) and the deployment of small modular reactor (SMR) technology.\(^{144}\) These projects often require the involvement of one or more owner(s), public utilities, several EPC companies, large scale general and civil construction contractors, multiple specialized consultants, construction managers, and technology licensors, all with key roles and different incentives. Where so many different entities play a key role in project success, a multi-party collaborative contract may shine.

Further, these complex technology focused projects are inherently uncertain and risky and, if successful, promise meaningful rewards for not only those involved, but potentially also the Canadian populace at large. Iterative engineering and design approaches are also not entirely unknown to the energy industry. Active owner participation and integration with multiple contractors at various stages of project design and execution occurs where, for example, the owner proceeds with a design basis memorandum (DBM) or FEED. The challenge of dealing with brownfield sites and existing operating assets also pose challenges inherent to energy asset development.

Measuring intangible benefits, encouraging innovation for the sake of a better project outcome, and taking proactive steps around managing risk are all inherent to collaborative contracting. Given this context, many of the current and planned projects may benefit if delivered using a collaborative approach. In a review published by McKinsey & Company in January 2020, they reported that oil field projects implementing collaborative contracts saw a 32.5 percent improvement in cost performance over conventional contracting methods.\(^{145}\) Similarly, offshore oil projects enjoyed approximately 18 to 20 percent

---


\(^{141}\) “Air Products Hydrogen Production and Liquefaction Facility,” online: Government of Alberta [perma.cc/MWX2-5R6S].

\(^{142}\) Alberta, “Pathways Alliance Carbon Capture Storage Hub (Phase 1)” online: [perma.cc/8892-FKSS]. See also “Carbon Capture and Storage,” online: Pathways Alliance [perma.cc/6HB5-ALHM].

\(^{143}\) Marilyn Scales, “Teck, UBC Launch $4 Million Professorship to Speed Tailings Research and Education,” Canadian Mining Journal (9 March 2023), online: [perma.cc/KLX9-2V24].


\(^{145}\) Banaszak et al, supra note 140.
improvement in both cost and schedule performance over conventional contracting methods.\textsuperscript{146} As the appetite for traditional risk profiles shifts, and the complexity of energy projects in Canada continues to increase, the motivation for adopting key features of collaborative contracts may increase.

\section*{VII. SUCCESS STORIES}

There is real world evidence to suggest that collaborative contracts can work.\textsuperscript{147} Critics suggest that the success of collaborative contracts, in that they set target costs and schedules based on mutual agreement as opposed to competitively tendered lowest price wins bidding, are in some ways a self-fulfilling prophecy. That perspective, however, fails to account for the extrinsic factors that exist with traditional delivery methods such as the cost of litigation or arbitration that may follow. Or, as another example, the costs associated with contractor default, abandonment, and termination resulting from improperly assumed risks. Either way, there are real world success stories worth noting when considering the effectiveness of collaborative contracts.

The Andrew Drilling Platform Project has been heralded as a “major breakthrough in construction and engineering procurement.”\textsuperscript{148} In that case, and in 1993 values, the following occurred:

- the cost of the project using traditional procurement practices had been estimated at GBP £450 million;
- through the use of an alliance model, with a gain share regime, the target delivery cost was established at GBP £373 million; and
- the final actual construction cost was GBP £290 million, which resulted in a GBP £45 million distribution of the cost underrun among the seven alliance partners.\textsuperscript{149}

Moreover, the project was delivered ahead of schedule through innovative construction strategies involving constructing more of the platform onshore than originally thought to be possible. Productivity was well above industry standards and there were no disputes coming out of the project, despite several unexpected and challenging issues arising. Within months of the project starting construction, the failure of a major subcontractor resulted in a GBP £7 million loss to the project.\textsuperscript{150} The list of innovations and savings realized on the project by encouraging early collaboration among key stakeholders included, among other things, improved safety and reduced accidents, fewer design drawings required, redesign to select less onerous construction requirements, harmony between early design and equipment

\textsuperscript{146} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{147} Marcus Jefferies, Graham John Brewer & Thayaparan Gajendran, “Using a Case Study Approach to Identify Critical Success Factors for Alliance Contracting” (2014) 21:5 Engineering Construction & Architectural Management 465 at 469; Banaszak et al, supra note 140 (a 2020 survey reported a “15 to 20 percent improvement in cost and schedule performance compared with traditional contracts” at para 2).
\textsuperscript{149} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{150} Ibid.
selection, and improved flexibility in material selection and corresponding cost savings.\textsuperscript{151} Suffice it to say, the model demonstrated real world potential in these very early iterations.

A 2008 report on public sector alliances in Australia (and New Zealand) by the Alliancing Association of Australasia (AAA) surveyed the performance of 30 completed alliance projects in Australia.\textsuperscript{152} The survey results indicated that 80 percent of the 30 projects performed on or better than their time and cost targets, and only two projects performed worse than their targets in both cost and time.\textsuperscript{153}

New Zealand, Australia, the Netherlands, the United States, and the United Kingdom have all seen relative levels of success with different collaborative contracting projects. In New Zealand, the development of the Northern Gateway Toll Road, the first toll road in New Zealand to be fully electronic, was awarded to the Northern Gateway Alliance, with an initial value of NZ $365 million and a contract cost of NZ $260 million.\textsuperscript{154} The contract price followed a typical pricing structure for alliance contracts, with three limbs:

- **Limb 1 – Direct Costs.** This covers plant, labor, and materials and totally excludes profit and overheads. Limb 1 was calculated by the contractors and paid on a monthly basis.

- **Limb 2 – Offsite Overheads and Profits.** This is calculated by auditing the contractors for the previous five business years to determine an average margin. This margin is typically between 10\% and 15\%, and is applied to Limb 1 – again calculated and paid on a monthly basis.

- **Limb 3 – Pain/Gain Sharing.** This is based on the savings or cost overruns that occur. Savings are split as the profit share of 50/50 between the agency and the alliance partners. This is an uncapped amount. Cost overruns have the same split; however, this is capped to the Limb 2 level and done so that if the project goes wrong the contractor does not lose money.\textsuperscript{155}

The project was completed ahead of schedule with an actual project cost of NZ $300 million, which was in line with the terms of contract.\textsuperscript{156}

In the Netherlands, the Autobaan A2 Hooggelen project was completed by way of an “alliance-type” arrangement, and was a pilot project for collaborative contracting in the country.\textsuperscript{157} The project ultimately concluded within the allotted time and on budget, the entire project finishing within three years.\textsuperscript{158}

In Australia, an alliance model was formed during the tender process when five organizations were selected for the project and asked to develop an alliance and collaborative working model for the construction of the Ipswich Motorway Upgrade between Dinmore and...
Goodna. The project was concluded six months ahead of schedule and 10 percent below budget.

VIII. COLLABORATIVE CONTRACTS DO NOT ALWAYS WORK AS INTENDED

For every good intention, there is an unexpected consequence. While collaborative contracts are intended to produce good outcomes, that does not always preclude disputes, delays, cost overruns, and acrimony. Additionally, there are inherent imperfections in these forms of contract that pose material risks and challenges to project participants wishing to implement them.

A. AGREEMENT TO AGREE

Due to the lack of detailed specifications, requirements, and project details, when parties first enter into a collaborative contract there is usually little to no price certainty. However, each variation of a collaborative contract has the parties working together to arrive at an agreed upon price for the project after more certain project details are developed. Whether it is switching to a more traditional fixed price, cost-plus with a GMP model, agreeing to a target price in the project, or sharing in a risk pool, all collaborative contracts intend that the parties agree at a later date to some form of price certainty.

Under Canadian law, an agreement to agree is not enforceable. A contract is incomplete when: the parties have not agreed to essential provisions intended to govern the relationship; the contract is too general or uncertain to be valid in itself and is dependent on the making of a formal contract; or the understanding or intention of the parties is to reach an agreement at a later date. In other words, a “contract to make a contract” is not a contract at all.

Subject to complying with the general organizing principle of good faith and the duty of honest performance, if the parties are not able to agree to the fixed price, guaranteed maximum price, target for the remainder of the project delivery, or a risk pool, there is little recourse available to “force” the parties to agree to such price certainty.

If the parties are unable to provide price certainty or at least a commitment to a target price, then owners may be forced back to the market to determine if a third party is willing to provide the desired price certainty. On 18 January 2023, Infrastructure BC issued a second request for proposals on the Dawson Creek and District Hospital Replacement Project after achieving approximately 60 percent design completion, due to being unable to arrive at an agreement for the execution of the work with the initially selected proponent. Going back out to the market could be time consuming, politically sensitive (internally and externally for public bodies), costly, and still not provide acceptable pricing certainty.
Well-drafted collaborative contracts attempt to mitigate this risk by building into the contract a very detailed process for how price certainty will be achieved. Pre-agreed markups for profit and overhead, open book pricing, agreement of what the project budget is at the beginning of the project, general condition price certainty, and the process by which the price will be ascertained can all be detailed within the contract. While it does not guarantee that both parties will be happy with a price, it can create a contractually enforceable process for how the parties should arrive at a price. Parties often also pre-agree to what contractual amendments will be made once they obtain price certainty so that the parties do not require a lengthy and adversarial negotiation of the contractual terms for the remainder of the project.

B. ATTITUDE CHANGE

Simply signing a collaborative contract is not enough. Collaborative contracts require the parties to change their traditional “finger pointing” approach to project delivery and requires that all parties work together as part of a team to make sure the project succeeds. Collaborative contracts will have some form of shared governance or requirement to meet collaboratively.

The waivers of liability between the parties are an attempt to encourage the parties to attend those meetings and share information freely without the fear of recourse from the other parties on the project. However, attendance at these meetings can be time consuming and costly. Collaborative contracts are significantly different from traditional contracts and often require training or coaching for key stakeholders to ensure everyone understands what their new obligations are. This attendance is not free. Participants usually see the value that comes with collaboration, but may not be willing to invest in it.

Unfortunately, this attitude shift and the burden of administering these types of contracts leads parties to sign a collaborative contract but then revert to their traditional roles. In those instances, without the required attitudinal and institutional change, the time spent negotiating and training the parties on a collaborative approach may go to waste.164 This may result in a reversion to adversarial tendencies between the parties.

Without parties’ complete commitment to fostering a teamwork-oriented atmosphere on-site, there is a significant risk that projects are delayed, budgets are exceeded, and disputes arise.

164 Ashcraft, “Negotiating,” supra note 94 at 17.
C. PROCUREMENT RULES AROUND COLLABORATIVE CONTRACTS

The rules governing public procurement in Canada stem from a number of legal sources, including trade agreements, legislation, and the common law. In Canada, the common law on public procurement has been established over the past number of decades through a series of foundational decisions. Trade agreements like the New West Partnership Trade Agreement, the Canadian Free Trade Agreement, and the Canada-European Union Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement, where applicable, also set out mandatory requirements for government entities, including government owned or controlled corporations or bodies. The fundamental principles applicable to public procurement are fairness, openness, and transparency.

With careful drafting in a call for tenders, an owner can reserve for itself a wider discretion in selecting from the bids than simply taking the lowest compliant bidder. Reserving these rights are often achieved through “privilege” clauses. Owners will regularly reserve for themselves the option to choose a bid other than that with the lowest price. Privilege clauses require careful drafting and will be strictly interpreted against the owner. While careful drafting may alleviate some challenges in running a collaborative contract procurement as the common law is concerned, where a public procurement meets or exceeds a threshold monetary value, the procurement requirements under the trade agreements may apply. There are a variety of exceptions to the open, competitive, and transparent procurement requirements set out in the trade agreements, but these apply only in very specific and limited circumstances. For example, Article 14 of the NWPTA will not apply to the procuring entity where an unforeseeable situation of urgency exists and the goods, services, or construction could not be obtained in time by means of open procurement procedures. These exceptions are not, however, intended to be relied upon in the normal course.

Due to the early involvement of non-owner parties, successful proponents of collaborative contracts cannot be selected based on price alone. Evaluating criteria like a willingness to collaborate, being a good fit for the project, or presenting interesting solutions during bid evaluation may give rise to an increased likelihood of claims (or at least complaints) by
unsuccessful proponents. Though rate schedules and markups can be compared objectively, parties procuring under collaborative contracts need to ensure that they are able to justify the selection of bidders based on other clearly defined criteria beyond just pricing. Reserving the appropriate discretion by way of a strong privilege clause will be very important.

Proceeding through a procurement on this basis is not expressly adverse to procurement rules in Canada, but parties to a public procurement will want to ensure they have done the appropriate analysis to confirm how they are procuring their partners on a collaborative contract and that the process contemplated complies with the common law and applicable trade agreements.

D. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

Intellectual property rights in collaborative contracts are often a significant issue to resolve between the parties. Owners are not often aware that in some collaborative contracts, their intellectual property rights may be limited when compared to those acquired in traditional approaches, particularly where the arrangement never achieves construction approval. This issue is further exacerbated by the historical proclivity of consultants seeking to limit their liability for design work.174

There are a variety of concerns over intellectual property regarding construction projects that need to be adequately addressed in a collaborative contract. The owner and the end users of the project need to be able to use and operate the project without restrictions related to intellectual property. The creators and inventors of pre-existing intellectual property need to ensure that they do not lose their rights to pre-existing intellectual property due to their participation in collaboration. The ownership of any intellectual property created during the project itself then needs to be addressed.

During collaboration, there are many opportunities to create intellectual property, but retaining ownership and free use of the intellectual property that may have been jointly created can cause consternation. A common approach has been to transfer such intellectual property to the owner, but without traditional risk allocations for such intellectual property, the creators are often nervous to accept any responsibility for issues that may arise from that intellectual property. This is especially concerning if the owner proceeds to execute the project without the parties who created the intellectual property. In a progressive design-build contract the design-builder will often want to ensure that, where the owner proceeds with the project with a different design-builder or hires a separate contractor to complete the project, the owner waives its rights to pursue the design-builder for any issues with the initial design work performed.

This creates an issue for the owner as it will have paid to advance the design to a certain state, but is then not able to pursue the party who was paid for such intellectual property. This can be resolved by ensuring the owner has a step-in right with the design-builder’s

consultant to continue to engage the consultant who created the design even if the design-builder itself is not retained.

E. CONFIDENTIALITY OF COMMERCIAL TERMS

In the public infrastructure space where projects are delivered under traditional delivery models, there are a variety of sources and publicly available project documents that provide for an understanding of what commercial terms are “market” for various traditional delivery models, even specific to sectors like highways, hospitals, and light rail transit. This assists parties bidding on public infrastructure projects in streamlining and speeding up negotiations.

Public procurement agencies like Infrastructure BC and Infrastructure Ontario have been willing to make the contract documents for procured projects publicly available (subject to redaction for certain terms). While there are a variety of model forms that are publicly available for certain collaborative models like IPD, which has the CCDC 30, the Hanson and Bridget Model, and various international examples, there are relatively few collaborative contracts for projects that have achieved commercial close that are made publicly available.

This creates significant challenges in the market as it is difficult for stakeholders to know what is and is not “market” within the commercial terms for collaborative contracts. Only those that were involved in bidding, procuring, or working with a collaborative contract in Canada have a good sense of what is reasonable in respect of commercial terms.

This presents significant concerns for owners wishing to procure a project using a collaborative contract. The market is competitive and “off market” terms could result in few to no bidders. Without a good understanding of what commercial terms will be acceptable to the market, an owner may end up losing political capital in the market and be required to undertake time-consuming and costly revisions and re-drafting to the commercial terms to attract more bidders. The energy industry’s willingness to be more open in sharing these forms of agreements may improve the market’s understanding of what terms are reasonable in collaborative models.

F. COLLABORATION IS NOT FREE

Not all contracts can be collaborative. The cost to invest time up front to get valuable insight from the various project stakeholders is expensive, especially where those stakeholders lack experience. Most collaborative contracts have significant decision-making and administrative requirements that demand time and effort from all parties to prepare for, attend, and assist in the administration of a project.

This requires resources and finances. While there are significant benefits to collaboration such as fewer change orders, fewer disputes, and more efficient project management, these benefits come at a cost. The philosophy behind collaboration can be very attractive and introduces many perceived benefits, but once owners understand the price tag associated with

175 Roth et al, supra note 121 at 95–96.
collaboration, they may attempt to cut corners and reduce participation. This can result in losing many of the benefits of collaboration.

Understanding the cost of collaboration, determining whether the project can sustain such costs, and ensuring that the parties are willing to invest in the cost to collaborate can assist parties in ensuring collaboration in a project will succeed.

G. EXCLUSIONARY CLAUSES

In Canada, Tercon establishes that any exclusionary clause is only enforceable if: (1) the exclusion clause in fact applies to the circumstances; (2) the clause was not unconscionable and thus invalid at the time the contract was made; and (3) there is no overriding public policy reason for the court to refuse to enforce the clause.176

The exclusionary clauses within collaborative contracts have not been tested to date in Canada, and it is not entirely clear whether and how courts will view these very broad waivers and limits of liability that are contained within most collaborative contracts.

Further, in a number of different jurisdictions in Canada parties cannot contract out of limitations legislation. For example, in Alberta, section 7(2) of the Limitations Act renders an agreement that purports to provide for the reduction of a limitation period provided by the Limitations Act invalid.177 Courts have inconsistently applied section 7(2) to conventional time-limited rights, such as warranties.178 Those drafting these exclusionary clauses should carefully consider how to address any enforceability concerns.

H. PROMPT PAYMENT LEGISLATION AND LIENS

Prompt payment legislation is now in effect in several Canadian provinces.179 This legislation attempts to speed up the process by which parties are paid under construction contracts.

The triggers for payment timelines under these new statutes are tied to the receipt of a “proper invoice” by the owner from a contractor. In a collaborative contract with multiple parties the owner may receive multiple invoices from the various parties to such multi-party contracts. It is not clear in those circumstances when the payment timelines for lower-tier payees would be triggered. For example, it is possible that each of the non-owner participants to the project agreement would constitute a contractor and delivery of its invoice would trigger the timeline separately for itself and any of its own lower-tier participants. Ultimately,

---

176 Tercon, supra note 170.
177 Limitations Act, RSA 2000, c L-12, s 7.
178 See e.g. NOV Enerflow ULC v Enerflow Industries Inc, 2015 ABQB 759 (the Court held that enforcing expiry dates on representations and warranties does not offend s 7(2) of the Limitations Act); Shaver v Co-operators General Insurance Co, 2011 ABCA 367 (the Court held that the sole question in applying s 7(2) of the Limitations Act is whether the Limitations Act would allow the plaintiff to sue past the date specified in the contract—if so, the contract is deemed invalid); Wood Buffalo Housing & Development Corp v Flett, 2014 ABQB 537 (the Court held that the waiver in question reduced the limitation period and it was therefore invalid pursuant to section 7(2) of the Limitations Act).
179 For example Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Ontario all have such legislation.
this may create a complicated web of payment timelines that may be administratively burdensome for all parties involved.

Liens themselves are adversarial and may stop or restrict the future flow of funds. In most provinces, you cannot contract out of the applicable lien legislation.\textsuperscript{180} Most collaborative contracts that attempt to waive a party’s right to bring claims exclude those claims which cannot be restricted by law. However, as it is not possible to contract out of the applicable lien legislation, the registration of a lien may have a significant impact on the parties’ willingness and ability to collaborate going forward. This is often addressed by including a provision which provides that, as long as the owner has met its payment obligations, the non-owner participants are required to remove any liens filed against the project. The cost of lien removal may be negotiated as a compensable cost if the lien in question is a result of subcontractor or supplier default, abandonment, or insolvency.

This risk can also be mitigated, to some extent, through the use of labour and material bonds and letters of credit. Inevitably, however, lien rights and, in prompt payment jurisdictions, the right to adjudication, cannot be impinged by contract. Thus, even in a “no claims” environment where parties have contractually waived their intention to commence proceedings against one another, there may still be options for rogue participants to instigate combative activities. Parties that truly adopt the numerous meetings and communications inherent in these contracts will likely be able to promptly identify the risk of liens and manage and mitigate any negative potential outcomes that result.

\section*{I. LACK OF EXPERIENCE}

Educated and experienced parties that adopt the philosophies behind collaborative contracts and follow this approach can have successful projects. This requires experience. The Canadian infrastructure space is developing experience with collaborative contracts, but there have not been enough to ensure a widespread knowledge and experience from the contracting community.\textsuperscript{181} This can be supplemented by international companies, but they may come with different views about what details a collaborative contract should entail.

The energy sector will have an even bigger issue with experience as not many energy projects in Canada have adopted collaborative approaches. Participants in energy projects will need to hire consultants or partner with experienced players to learn from and develop that experience within the Canadian energy infrastructure sector.

\section*{J. TRADE EXHAUSTION}

Collaborative contracts usually require an attempt to create some level of price certainty. This price certainty is arrived at by open book procurement followed by contractual commitments from trades. However, due to the amount of time within which the parties are required to price a project and confirm that it is still estimated to be within budget, trades can be approached numerous times to continue to provide and hold pricing. This can lead to

\textsuperscript{180} See e.g. \textit{Prompt Payment and Construction Lien Act}, RSA 2000, c P-26.4, s 5.

\textsuperscript{181} Jones, \textit{supra} note 66 at 13.
exhaustion within the trade community especially where there is a lack of familiarity with the ways in which collaborative contracts are delivered.

In today’s economic environment, trades and suppliers will usually only hold bids for very short periods of time. To procure a large collaborative contract, arriving at an agreed price through the mutual decision-making procedures and then going back to the trades to confirm pricing is likely to take longer than the length of time those bids are being held.

There are a variety of procurement approaches that are used to manage this, but it needs to be carefully considered when the parties to a collaborative contract approach the decision gate to arrive at certain, or more certain, pricing.

IX. CONCLUSION AND TIPS FOR SUCCESS

Collaborative contracts are no longer a thought experiment. They are consistently implemented on significant projects in Canada. Based on other regions and industry experiences with collaborative contracts, collaborative contracts provide an opportunity for:

• proactive, rather than reactive, management of projects;
• reduced disputes and increased engagement by project participants;
• attracting bidders in a contractor-favourable market;
• realizing good value for money and avoiding paying unnecessarily for exorbitant cost contingencies;
• transforming “bet the company” risks into a shared burden among the parties with appropriate limits;
• acquisition of intellectual property, shared innovation, and increased creativity that may promote profitability for all participants in future work; and
• achieving on time and on budget project delivery.

To be successful with collaborative contracting, parties need to be prepared to shift their mentality, align their goals, and continuously improve. Success in collaborative contracting also requires a meaningful investment to educate at the outset. Parties should arrange for team building sessions, which should be focused on defining shared success. Parties also need to define and clearly understand what it looks like to abolish the blame game and how disputes will be resolved.

Project delivery models are not water-tight compartments. Many contracts incorporate and combine multiple conceptual elements from a variety of sources. Effective implementation requires a clear understanding of the project, its participants, and the surrounding
circumstances, as well as a careful review of the challenges imbedded in each agreement. Parties need not switch entirely to an unfamiliar contracting model. Incorporating limited collaborative themes into traditional models can also provide some of the benefits of collaborative contracting without abandoning all of that with which the parties may be familiar.

There is a great opportunity for the Canadian energy sector to learn from others and implement collaborative contracts or introduce collaborative themes into their agreements and deliver successful projects in a challenging environment.
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